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Couu!ed with thcse celcstlal rcfcreace devices the 
3,206,141 vehicle embodied in this inventioa employs thre,: 2x16- 
SPACE VEHICLE ATTITUDE CONTROL scopes to orient the vehicle in any arbitrary direction viith 
EI@n L. Drgde,i1, deputy adnainistrztor of the National re,l,,ct to the Sun and til referenc"d ectioas for short 
~esonautfes and Space Admiuistration, reWest periods of time. The Eyroscopes are conllected as rate 
an invention of Howard 62. Vivian 2nd James D. Acord 
Piled Sepb. 29,1961, Ser. No. 180,379 gyroscopes, and in order to oricnl: the ca:iic spacecraft 
8 Ceaims. (GI. 244-1) away f r c ~ n  iis zero reference posit;oi., a cc.l;slant 1'1Li of 
turn may be commanded for a co;~tro!lcd period of tinic 
This illvention relates to space vehicles an3, mole  about each of three mutually or:l~ozonal directioils. The 
particularly, to a systcm for controlling the attitude or 10 new position is maintained by using the three gyros to 
orienlation of a space vehicle in transit, and for detectin: detect any angular rates which rzay occur aftcr the tcr?,s 
and correcting deviations from a desired attitude ale completed and nulling these rates to zero with the 
condition. artilude control actuniors. 
In  unmannec! vehicles for space travel i t  is essential A series of actuators are provided lo produce correc- 
that some system be provided to maintain some & g e e  of 15 tive tnrque in response to ally deviations indlcatcd fronl 
control over the flig!~t atiiiude, at  least during certain the desired attitude by the sensors or the gyios. In tile 
periods. Particularly when it is desired to impart a corn- vehicle enbodying this in~ent ion,  i l  is proposed that co!J 
ponent of thrust to a space vehicle in transit, it is essen- gas jet system actuators be emp:oyed. The componc:~is 
tial that the vehicle be oriented with respect to soIEe fixed of such a system inc!nde the gas sto~-?gC tank, the ~ g u -  
reference so that the thrust will be delivered in the proper 20 lators acd 3 p!l?raiify 0l' n0zZk Y X ' V ~ S  will1 in?+crcon:?zct- 
direction. Further, when signal transmission is employed ing pipin:. Each nozzle valve is an integral assembiy 
for navigation or communication with the space vehicle consisling of a nozzle plus an ~lectrically operzited v a l ~  
it is, of course, more efficiently and advantageously which is opeced when it is desired to rotale thc spnce- 
accomplished by directing the receiving antenna toward craft. The valve and nozzle are oilericd wiienever tile 
the Earth. efficient, properly functioning orientation 25 signals froin the gyroscopes and position sensors exceed 
system or  attitude control system may also be employed a certain value presct within a switch:ng amplifier. 
advantageously for the purpose of orienting solar cells Other objects, advantages and i'unctiuns of this intsn- 
towaid thc Sun; for moving, pointing and for ejecting tion wiil become apparent from a rending of the speci- 
equipnent for scientific experiments; and for controlling fication foilowing in connection with the sccompznying 
the tempcraturc of the aircraft by utilizing the Sun's 30 drawings wherein: 
radiation. FIGS. I anx? 2 are isometric views of a s2acc veh~clc 
Generally, problems of attitude control di&r for  the embodying fcatures of this invention with solar par,els 
two bask modes of operation which a space vehicle under- retracted and exte17d.ed res~ectiv:!~; 
goes during flight. The first, or cruise mode, occurs FIG. 3 is a plan view oC the space vehicle looking 
when the primary function of the vehicle is to travel from 35 rearwarsly along the roll axis; 
one place to another under its own momentum and thc FIG. 4 is an ison~etric view of a Sun sensing d-xics 
control system functions only to control orjentation of the component forming a feature of th;s invention; 
vehiclc with respect to the Sun and the Earth while the FIG. 5 is an  isometric view partially in section oS a 
second, or  active mode, occurs during those phases of complete assembly of two Sun sensing con3pcnents; 
Aight when attitude control is vitally necessary. Such 40 FIG. 6 is a scheinalic illustration of a method 01 oper- 
active modes occur during the initial acquisitior, phase ati3n of the Sun sensing device; 
when the refcrcnccs for attitude ccntrol are acquired and FIG. 7 is an  electrical circuit diagram incletding the 
adapted, during maneuvers in mid-flight as when trajec- Sun sensing devices of PIG. 5; 
tory is corrected by firing a rocltet motor in the appro- FIG. 8 is an  isometric schematic i1lus:ration of the 
priate direction, and duiing the terminal phase when 45 Earth sensing device forming a part of this invention; 
scientirlc experiments are conducted, messages are trans- FIG. 9 is a schcinatic view in elevation ou' the Earth 
mitted, photographs taken, etc. During portions of the sensing device; 
cruise mode, it may be possible to eliminate all attitude FIG. 10 is an  illustration of an  electrical circuit utiliz- 
control, or, at  most, to maintain attitude control within ing the Earth sensor; 
a range of pcrrnissible deviation. On the othcr hand, 50 PIG. 11 is a gyroscope forming a part of this invcn- 
during active modes of flight, as when a rocket motor is lion; 
being fired for the mid-course maneuver, it is essential FIG. 12 1s an  illustration of an  elcctric circuit including 
that attitnde control be maintained within extremely close the gyroscope of FIG. 11; and 
tolerances. FIG. 13 is a control circuit farming a palt of this in- 
En accordance with illis invention, the vehicle is pro- 55 vention. 
vided with Sun sensors which are directed along one Referring now to the drawings, the space veIlicle 20 
attitude axis of the vehiclc, e.g. the roll axis and seek may be of ally suitabic construction but, lor  purposes 
th:: cerller of the Sun to signal any deviation of  that axis illustration, it is here shown simply as a p)rni?iicinl fran?e- 
about the other two axes from the reference line to the work 22. Hingedly connected to tl-ae frarncwork 22 is 
Sun. This provides atlitude control about two of the 60 a pair of oppositely extending so!ar panels 24, each caI1y- 
axes, and control about the third axis n a y  be achieved by ing solar cells (not shown) to  supply electrical power 
a more sensitive dsvice rcs-ponsive to energy of reflected for  the vehicle inslrumentation and controls shown gen- 
sunlight on the face of the Earth. The Enrth sensor is elally at 26. The solar panels 24 are folded inwardly in 
nxounted on an arm which is pivoted on the vehicle and the condition shown in FIG. 1 unl2 after the vehicle 1s 
carries a directional antenna for reception of Earth sig- 65 projected into space, at which time the panels ale ex- 
nals. The arm pivots only in one plane of the third axis, tended to the condition of FIG. 2 by any suitable meanc 
preferably a plane also containing one of the other two (not shown). When the velsicle is in thz desired cond!- 
axcs. Therefore, whcn the Earth sensor locks in the tion of attitude stabilization, the solar panels 24 are ori- 
Earth's reflected light, it stabilizes the vehicle with respect ented so as to direct the sclar cells towald the Sun wit11 
to the third axis and also aims the antenna. Like the 70 the panel hinges disposed parallel to the vehicle yaw axis 
Sun seasor, t!~e Ea: th sensor generates signals indicative Y.  Also, pivotally mounted on the vchick body 22 is an  
of the direction of deviation, if any. arm 28 which carries a high-gain directional comnruni- 
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cation antenna 30. Thc arm 23 is pivotable in only one Each QI' the matched pair of sensing components is dis- 
phne containing tlie vehicle roll axis R and, preferab!~, posed with respect to one of the yaw and pitch attiti~dc 
the yaw axis Y. Hence, it may be regarded as stationary axes. For example, each yaw-sensing component 36 is 
on thc vehicle wiih respect to !he roll and yaw axes, and pointed along the roll axis R with the forward shadow 
pfvotabie about the pitch axis P. 5 vane edge 55 disposed parallel to the yaw axis Y ,  so that 
A rocket motor 82 adapted to provide thrust for mid- a deviation in illumination from equality will reflect a 
flight naneLtvers is ~ i m e d  irectly back along the roll axis tiiting of the central shadow vane 62 from a direct lice to 
B"\. Tl~r: attitude of the vehicle may be stabilized about the Sun. Sitnilarly, diflerences in illumination ol the 
tlac three mutuaiiy orthogonal attitude axes R, P and Y photoscnsitivc members in matched sensor comgonent 313 
by dciivening thlrrs! Iolces about ihcsc axes in ord-,r to 10 1:'1cci an angular deviation of the roll axis R about the 
;kchieve, maintain and/or restore the vehicle lo a refer- pitch axis P. It is to bc noted that the casings 49 of 
cnce a+tii~ic?e. P:eferably, the thrust or torque aci~rators l~~atchcd pairs of sensing devices limy be mounted directly 
include jets 34R for torquing bhe vehicle about the roll back-to-back, or, as shown in FIG. 3, they may be 
axis, and jets 34P and 34Y for providing torque about mounted on oppositc sides of the vehicle frame 22. It  is 
the pitch and yaw axes, respectively. 15 only necessary that they be disposed in the proper rela- 
The nozzles or actuators are operated in response to si2- tionship to the vehicle's attitude axes. 
nak rcceivcd from sensing devices, such as Sun senscrs I!I addition to the Sun sensors, a group of Sun finders 
36 and 38, which are alranged to detect deviations of the 66 (FIG. 1) may be provided about the periphery of the 
loli axis R with respccl to the jraw and piich axes 'k' and vchicle. The Sun finders 66 are of structure similar to 
P. AdJitionaliy, the roll-controlling jets 3 4 8  are op- 20 that of the Sun sensors, and may be connected as part of 
eraled in rcsponse to signals Irom an Earth sensor 40 the same circuit, the only difference being that thcy are 
which fixes a reference plane of the roll axis with respect arranged around the surface of the vehicle in order to 
to a line to the Earth, lo establish a reference disposi- provide a spherical field of view. The detectors 68, Q8a 
tion oi (hat plane and, hence, c03trol thc attitude of the and 69, 6% of the Sun finders are arranged in a bridge 
vehicle about the roil axis. Also, in order to save power 25 circuit so that the electrical balance is achieved when 
or increase the range of operation, the Earth sensor a m -  matched pairs disposed in opposite directions laterally are 
ates a servo nloter or the like 42 controlling the arm 28 equally shaded while the Sun sensors 35, 38, which are 
to heen the antenna 30 pointed directly at the Earth. directed along the roil axis, are balanced in equal illumina- 
Referring now to FIGS. 4 to 7, cach component oi a tion. 
Sun sensor such as 36 comprises a casing 46 fro:n which 30 Flight atiitude with respect to pitch and yaw having 
is extended a piatform or shelf 48, on which is carried a been detected by the Sun sensors, it is the function of the 
photosensitive disc 50. Any suitable phoiosensilive Earth sensor 40 (FIGS. 8 to 10) to initiate stabilization of 
member wherein an electrical characteristic is varied in the vehicle about the third axis, the roll axis R. The 
accordance with illurnination would be satisfactory for Earth sensor is mounted on the pivotab!e comn~t~nicatioa 
use for this purpose n7alerials s~lch as cadmium sol- 35 antenna artn 28 which preferably is initially disposcd by 
rizide, the resistance of which is varied with ill~lnlinati~n, suitable mcans (not shown) so that the Earth sensor points 
I~ave been found to be particularly suitlble for 3s in the general direction of the Earth at one stage of its 
detectors. revolution with the vehicle about the roll axis. The func- 
Above a rectsngalar recess 52, into which a porfion of tion of the Earth scnsos 40 is similar to that of the Sun 
the detector element extends, the top wall 54 of the casing 40 sensors 35, 3& except that it must, of course, be more sen- 
i'orms a light shield or mask which extends forwardly sitive in order to detect the smaller amount of light energy 
and downwardiy toward the platform 48. so that light radiated from the Earth. For this purpose, the Earth 
from above vgil! cast a shadow v,hich is sharply defined by sensor may be provided with optical devices to concen- 
thr forvi.ard edge 55 of the mask. Preferably, similar side trate the light energy or, more sensitive detectors such as 
shiclds 56 ale plci.ide:i as lateral extension of the mask. q j photon~uItiplier tubes may be provided. 
FIG.  6 iiluslratcs schematically the method of opera- The Earth sensor comprises a mask in which a pair of 
tlon of the Sun sensor coi~~ponents 36, 38 ~ h i c l l  are ar- windows or apertures 72, 74 are spaced laterally and a 
ranged in  airs. with  he forward edges 55, 5% of the third window 76 is spaced abovc the Frst pair so that the 
opaque light mask being disposed parallel to each 0 t h  mask permiis passage of three beams of light. Rehind 
aild to the attitude axis about which deviation is beillg 50 each aperture is disposed the sensitive cathode of a photo- 
sensed. When the back walls 53, s"-, which together multiplier tetbe 78a, 780 and 7Sc. The photomultiplier 
&fine a shadow vane, point directly at the Sun, both pho- tubes, like the windows, are arranged in a triangular pat- 
tosensitive members are equally darkened by the shadow tern with the top tube 8 7 ~  being balanced against the 
60 to the extent of apploximately one-half their areas and, lower tubes and the two Power tetbes 7'8a and 780 being 
slncp, dcteclors 50, SOn are m a i c h d  the electrical char- 55 balanced against each other. Thus, when the Earth sen- 
acteristics thereof arc balanced. On the other hal~d, sor 48 is pointed directly toward th- center of reflected 
should the sensols 36, 38 be tilted the vehicle so that light from the Earlh, the top central aperture 76 exposcs 
they no longer point directly at the Sun, lfie oblique the upper one-half of the top photoinultiplier tube whils 
shadow 60s or 6Ob cast by the shadss 54, 54a does not the lower aperlures each expose the lower outside one- 
fall evenly upon the two photosensilive members 50, S5a 60 Qilarter of their respective photomultiplier tubes. In this 
and the elcrlrical characteristics are not in balance. condition of balance, the two lower photosensitive tubes 
111 the elzciri-al circuit diagram of FIG. 7, the photo- 782 and 780 will each deliver the same amount of cur- 
sensitive devices 50, 5Qn are connected as resistors in a rent and, together, the total current they deliver will equal 
bridge circuit and with the resistance equal, i e. when the that of the upper photosensitive tube 98c. Hence, when 
sensor points d,rec:ly toward the Sun, the bridge circuit is the signals generated by the lower tubes are e q ~ ~ a l ,  the 
balanced so that the direct-current sources 62, 62n are in Earth sensor is centered on the rediected light from the 
eqnal opp3sitlon and no output is delivered at 64. How- Earth with respect lo left and rizht position and when the 
ever, when the shac1o:ri vane is titlted in one direction or total current of the lower tubes equals the upper signal, 
the other with respect to ;he incidence lines of the Sun's the sensor is centered with respect to up and down posi- 
rays, one phoiose:~sitive member 59 or 58a receives more tion, indicating proper location of the antenna arm for 
light and the resistances are unbabncect. As a conse- nlaxi~nurn reception. 
pence,  an appropriate signal is delivered to the output Tn the circuit sbown in FIG. 10, the output signals from 
6.2 indicative oC the amount and the ditection of inclina- each of the photomultiplier tubes are fed to a mixer 79 
iio,l fro111 the cles;:eil rerercnce plane. 75 wherein the sigr~als fnom the lower tubes are compared 
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and the differential signal (A-B)  is delivered as an out- the null position and wilt not move the space vehicle and 
put representative of the left or the right position error. case 88 relative to the ncw position talcen by the rotor 52 
Similarly, the signals iron1 the lower tubes are added and due to deviation force F. This opposing torque tending to 
the sum compared with the signal from the upper tubes restore the rotor to neutral position conditions the device 
so that the differential (A-FB-C) will be delivered as an 5 as a rate gyro in that it will deliver a signal in response 
output representative of up or down error. The sum sig- to position change against an opposing force, i.e. rola- 
nal, A+BI-C, is used in a closed control loop to adjust tional rate and not nlercIy position change. l u  the steady 
the excitation voltage for the photomultiplier tubes so that state, the cnrrent flowing through thc lorqoeing device 94 
their output is substantially constant and independent of is proportional to angular input rate and, hence, a voltage 
range. While each opening in the Earth sensor mask 10 proportional to angular rate is obtained. The resistor 96 
affords a 60" x 40" field of view, the sensor seeks the is included in the circuitry of the rare gyro to insure that 
center of reflected sunlight on the face of the Earth and the output signal from the gyro to ihe circuilry far  coa- 
the system saturates when the sensor 40 moves away from tro!ling the operation of the controlling jet 34Y is of suE- 
the reference position through only a very small arc in cient voltage to overcome thc deadband of the switching 
either direction, and it holds its output for the remainder I j amplifier 116% as hereinafter described. 
of its field of view. During the cruise and acquisition phases, switch 98 is 
On the space vehicle there is also provided an assembly closed and the gyro loop is closed throuzh the resistance 
of three gyroscopes $OR, 80P and LOY (FIG. 3)  each op- 96 which serves as a metering resistor for output voltage 
perative in conjunction with one of the three previously indication. I-Iolvever, during periods of commanded turns 
described position sensors, i.e. with respect to one of the 20 away from a zero reference position, a different circuit is 
three orthogonal attitude axes. Each gyroscope is con- required. During these maneuver phases, the Earth and 
nected as a rate gyroscope adapted to assist its asso- Sun sensors are disconnected and switches 100 and 10% 
ciated Sun or Earth sensor by detecting a rate of rotation are closed to deliver a constant current of suitable polarity 
about the reference axis from the fixed disposition es- from a generator I04 to the gyroscope torqueing device 
tablished by the sensor. Additionally, in response to 25 for a controlled period of time to cornnla~~d a constant 
signal, each gyroscope is operative to modify or alter the rate of turn. The gyroscope loop is closed through both 
disposition of thc appropriate vehicle attitude axis. Thus, the resistor 96 and a capacitor P@6 giving an output pro- 
the vehicle may be oriented with respect to three mutually portional to the mixed sum of inertial rate and position. 
orthogonal directions and the sew position maintained by The loop will deliver a current to produce an output 
using the gyroscopes themselves to detect any angular 30 across the series resistor 96, unless the gyroscope rotates 
rates deviation which may occur after the turns are com- about the input axis Y at a rate corresponding to the con- 
plcted. stant current. A signal proportional to the position error 
Each of the three gyroscopes 8@R, $@P and 861Y detects of the vehicle is provided by pick-off device 90 during thc 
and controls rotation abont a particular attitude axis. For period of commanded turns by placing the capacitor 106 
example, as shown more particularly in FIG. 11, the gyro 25 in series with the gyroscope torquer 94. Since the current 
80Y operates with the yaw axis Y as its input axis. The flowing through the torquer is proportional to angular 
spinning rotor 82 of each gyroscope is rigidly mounted by rate, the voltage across the capacitor builds up in propor- 
support member 83 within a hollow closed cylindrical tion to the angular rate and therefore, is proportional to 
float 84 rotatably mounted on low friction pivot jewels or position. This position signal is zero if the anaular posi- 
the like 86 within the gyroscope case 88. Because the 40 tion of the vehicle is at its desired value as reqnired by the 
spinning rotor 82 is rigid!y secured to the end walls of the constant tnrn rate, but any deviaticn from the desired 
float 84 by support member 83 asy precession of the rotor position causes a voltage to appear across the capacitor 
82 will impart rotational movenlent to the cylindrical float which is fed to attitude control actuators hereinafler to be 
84 and shaft 85 which is rigidly fixed to the end walls of described. 
the float $4. The float is buoyed within the case so that Referring now to FIGS. 3 and 13, there is shown a 
the pivot jewels support virtually no weight and function diagram of the actuation system which is operated in re- 
pri~llariiy as location devices. In order to conserve elec- sponse to signals delivered from the position sensors 36, 
trical power in the spacc vchicle, the fluid within the case 38 and 40 and gyroscopes S@R, SOP and S O Y  lo effect the 
88 is preferably of a low viscosity type which requires correctional torques necessary to establish a desired atti- 
no heaters. 50 tucle and to nullify deviations therefrom. 
Any deviation force P of the space vehicle 20 tending Included within the system are a gas storage tank I L O ,  a 
to impart an angular rate of rotation about the input axis Pressure remlator 112 and a series of nozzle valves 34R, 
Y causes the gyroscope rotor 82 to precess about the out- 34P and 34Y with interconnecticg piping. Each valve is 
put axis to produce a gyroscopic reaction in the direction electrically operated in response to appropriate signals and 
of the arrow G acting about the output axis. The gyro- 55 the nozzles are opened when it is desired to rotate the 
scopic reaction G produces an increment of rotation in the spacecraft about the appropriate altitude axis. Dry nitro- 
float 84, but as soon as the float starts to turn, a positioi~ gen has been fonnd to be particularly suited for the actna- 
pick-off device 88 detects the angular motion and arm 9P tion system because of its relatively I-rigb specific impulse, 
which is rigidly secured to the shaft 85 generates a signal and its chemical inertness. Preferably, the valves are a1- 
proportional to the rate of rotation of the space vehicle 20 60 ranged in pairs, each pair selecti\rely to provide a torque 
about input axis. ~h~ signal is alnplified at 92 (FIG. 12) in opposite directions for correction about the appropriate 
and delivered to a torqueing device 94 which produces a attitude axis depellding Won the ~osition sensor and p r o -  
torque about thc output axis in proportion to the current with which it is 
flowing through it, causing the gyroscope rotor 92 to Operation 
precess about its input axis Y toward its null position. 65 When the space vehicle separates from the rocket by 
The torqueing device 94 includes an inner rotor or coil 93 means of which it is space, be spin- 
fixed to the shaft 85 so that the amplified signal at 92 ning about any arbitrary axis at a rate between 1,000 and 
applied to the outer coil or ring of the torqueing device 10,000 degrees per hour and it is the first function of tile 
94 will impart a torque to the shaft 85, float 84 and sup- attitude control system to reduce this initial spin rate to 
port member 63. Since the case 88 is rigidly secured to zero. This is accomplished bv the evroscoae assemhlv 
-> 
the space vehicle and such vehicle has considerable inertia which senses the space vehicle 20 rotational rates about 
compared to the torque on the shaft 85 and coil 93 created its thrce orthogonal axes and transmits voltage signals to 
by the precession of rotor 82 the torqueing device 94 will operate the actuator valve jet nozzles 34R, 34P and 34U. 
cause the rotor 82 to rotate about the output axis toward 75 For example, if the vehicle 20 is rotating about the Y axis 
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at a rapid rate, an output voltage signal from the yaw produce an elect~ical signal of a polarity indicative 
gyio BOY is fed through the mixer 813' to the yaw switch- of the direction of deviation from parallel to a refer- 
ing arnplibr B16Y to cor~lrol the appropriate nozzle of the ence p!ane thereof, of the lines of incidence of Sun 
jst 34Y to decrease the rate of rotation as hereinafter de- light rays impinging thereon, 
scribsd. When the angular rate has been reduced, the sig- 5 a third photosensitive device mounted on said vehicle 
lraIs Irom the Sun finder 66 and Sun scnsor 36, 38 circuits sensitive to reflected sunlight from the Earth and op- 
takp over to operate the actuator jets to apply t c r q e s  crative to produce an electrical signal of a polarity 
which orlcnt the yaw and pitch Sun sensors toward indicative of the direction of deviation from parallel 
the S~lr,. When the photosensitive discs 50, 58cr of both to a reference plane thereof of the lines of incidence 
Stin sensors are in perfect electrical balance, i.e. are of the 10 of the Earth's refiected light rays impinging thereon, 
sane rcsistance, they establish a null position as to both said first and second photosensitive devices being dis- 
pitch and yaw, and the roll axis of the space vehicle is posed with said reference plane thereof respectively 
disposed along the reference line from the space vehicle parallel to first and second attitude axes of said ve- 
to the Sun. Since the shadow vanes 54, 54a of the Sun hicle and each being directed along a third attitude 
sacsors continue to point directly at the Sun though the 15 axis, 
vehicle is rotated about its roll axis, their photosensitive said third photosensitive device having the reference 
m5mbcrs will remain in electrical balance while the vehicle plane thereof affixed along said first attitude axis, 
turns about the roll axis to seek out the Earth. By the first, second, and third gyroscope devices operative to 
:ame token, it is necessary to fix the yaw and/or pitch produce an electrical signal of a polarity indicative 
axes of the vehicle with respect to a second reference line 20 of input rotational movement about said first, second 
i i ~  order to stablize the vehicle with respect to the roll and third attitude axes respectively, 
axis. This is the function of the Earth sensor 48. Since each of said gyroscope devices including a pick-off de- 
the antenna arm 28 on which the Earth sensor is mounted vice for generating a signal proportional lo  direction 
may be pivoted about only a single axis parallel to the and amount of precessed motion resulting from input 
pitch axis P of the space vehicle, the Earth sensor is fixed 25 rotation about the appropriate attitude axis and 
to the vehicle with respect to the plane of the yaw and the means responsive to said signal for opposing said 
roll axes. Then, the vehicle can be stablized by fixing that precessed motion, 
plane with respect to another reference point in space. a first attitude sensing circuit, including said first photo- 
This is accomplished by orienting the plane of the yaw sensitive device and said first gyroscope device, 
and roll axes to lie along the reference line from the vehi- 30 a second attitude sensing circuit including said second 
cle to Earth. Thus, as soon as the Earth sensor locks onto photosensitive device and said second gyroscope de- 
the center of Ilight reflected from the Earth's surface, the vice, 
ailmlar position of the vehicle about the roll axis is de- a third attitude sensing circuit including said third pho- 
tern~ined. At the same time, when the up and down error tosensitive device and said third gyroscope device, 
in the Earth sensor is zero, the proper angular disposition 35 and 
of the antenna a r n ~  is established for n~aximun~ reception. first, second and third electrically controlled actuator 
This parlictilar "pitch" error signal from the Earth sensor means connected to said first, second and third sens- 
may be applied in a servo loop to drive a motor 42 and ing circuits respectively for delivering a torque about 
g e x  train (not shown) in order to maintain the antenna said first, second and third axes respectively in re- 
pointed at the Earth. 40 sponse to an electrical signal. 
After the Sun and Earth have been acquired, the ac- 2. The system for controlling the attitude of a space 
qnisition phase is completed and the first cruise phase is vehicle in claim 1 wherein each of said actuator devices 
started. During this phase, the attitude control loop in- comprises 
volving the Earth and Sun sensors and the actuators pref- a storage tank for pressure fluid, 
er,~bly operate in a limit cycle mode. 43 a pair of nozzles directed to deliver jels in opposite 
Thc switching amplifiers I16 of FIG. 13 are transistor directions about the appropriate attitude axis, and 
anlpEifiers designed to have a deadband and hysteresis a normally neutral solenoid actuated valve means re- 
which operates the valve and nozzle 34 only when the sponsive to the polarity of an electrical signal de- 
input (tilt sum of the rate gyro plus the position sensor livered thereto for delivering said pressure fluid to 
signal) to the switching amplifier is greater than a certain 60 said r~ozzles to form appropriate torque producing 
value in order to prevent valve chatter and to conserve jets. 
gas. During the initial acquisition phase, when the space- 3. A system for controlling the attitude of a space ve- 
craft is tumbling, the rate gyro output signal overpowers hicle about three orthogonal axes comprising 
the position signal and causes tho appropriate valves to first and second photosensitive devices mounted on said 
remain open ~ h u s ,  a continuous torque 5.j vehicle each sensitive to sunlight and operative to 
acts to retard the rotation of the vehicle and to reduce its produce an electrical signal of a polarity indicative 
spin rate to zero. However, during the cruise phase, when of the direction of deviation of the lines of incidence 
ths rates are vezy low and the vehicle is very close to the of Sun light rays impinging thereon from parallel to 
desired attitude, the valves are norl11aIly closed to mini- two reference planes, 
inize gas usage. When the angular position of the space- 00 a third ~hotosensitive device mounted on said vehicle 
craft drifts away irom the desired attitude by an amount sensitive to reflected sunlight from the Earth and 
s~ich that the position signal exceeds the thresho!d of the operative to produce an electrical signal of a polarity indicative of the direction of deviation of the lines 
switching amplifier, the valve is opened momentarily and 
of incidence of the Earth's reflected light rays im- 
a pulsc of torque is applied to the spacecraft. pinging thereon from parallel to a reference plane While preferred embodin~ents of this invention have 65 thereof, 
been shown, it is apparent that further nlodifications and said first second photosensitive devices being dis- 
chan~es will be saggeste:l to those s4illed in the art with- posed with said reference planes thereof respectively 
out departing from the spirit and scope of the invention parallel to the first and second attitude axes of said 
dcfined by thc claims appended hereto. 70 vehicle and each being directed along the third atti- 
What is claimed is: tude axis, 
I. A system for controlling the attitude of a space ve- said third photosensitive device having the reference 
hicle about three orlhogonai axes comprising plane thereof fixed along said first attitude axis, 
first and second photosensitive devices mounted on said first, second, and third gyroscope devices operative to 
vehicle each sensitive to sunlight and operative to 7 3  produce an electrical signal of a polarity indicative 
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of input rotational movement about said first, second direction of deviation of said plane froin a refercnce 
and third attitude axes respectively, position parallel to a line betwen said vehicle and 
a first attitude sensing circuit including said first photo- said another remote light source. 
sensitive device and said first gyroscope device, 6.  A system for controlling the attitude of a space ve- 
a second attitude sensing circuit including said second 5 hicle comprising: 
photosensitive device and said second gyroscope de- a first photosensitive device on said vehicle sensitive to 
vice, light from one remote source disposed with respect 
a third attitude sensing circuit including said third pho- to the plane of the yaw and roll axes of said vehicle 
tosensitive device and said third gyroscope device, and operative to produce an electrical signal indica- 
and 10 tive of the direction of deviation of said plane from 
first, second and third electrically controlled actuator a reference position parallel to a line between said 
means connected to said first, second and third sens- vehicle and said remote light source, 
ing circuits respectively for delivering a torque about a second photo sensitive device on said vehicle sensi- 
said first, second and third axes respectively in re- tive to  light from said remote source disposed with 
lsponse to an electrical signal therein. 15 respect to the plane of the pitch and roll axes of said 
4. A system for controlling the attitude of a space ve- vehicle and operative to produce an electrical signal 
hicle about three orthogonal attitude axes comprising indicative of the direction of deviation of said plane 
first and second photosensitive devices mounted on from a reference position parallel to a line between 
said vehicle each sensitive to sunlight and operative to said vehicle and said remote source, 
produce an electrical signal indicative of a deviation 20 first and second electrically controlled actuator means 
of the line of incidence of sunlight impinging thereon connected to said first and second photo-sensitive de- 
from parallel to a reference plane thereof, vices respectively for delivering a torque about said 
a third photosensitive device on said vehicle sensitive yaw and pitch axes respectively in response to pro- 
to reflected light from a celestial body and operative duction of an electrical signal, 
to produce an electrical signal indicative of a devia- 25 a third photosensitive device on said vehicle sensitive to 
tion of the lines of incidence of reflected light rays light from another remote source disposed with re- 
impinging thereon from parallel to a reference plane spect to  a fixed plane of said roll axis of the vehicle 
thereof, and operative to produce an electrical signal indica- 
said first and second devices being mounted along a tive of the direction of deviation of said plane from 
third attitude axis with the reference planes thereof 30 a reference position parallel to a line between said 
parallel to the first and second attitude axes re- vehicle and said another remote light source, and 
spectively, a third electrically controlled actuator means connected 
said third device having its reference plane along said to  said third photosensitive device and operative to 
third attitude axis, and deliver a torque about said roll axis in response to 
first, second and third electrically controlled actuator 35 production of an electrical signal. 
means connected to said first, second and third pho- 7. A system for controlling the attitude of a space ve- 
tosensitive devices respectively for delivering a torque hicle comprising: 
about said first, second and third axes respectively in a first photosensitive device on said vehicle sensitive to 
response to production of electric signals. light from one remote source disposed with respect 
5. A system for controlling the attitude of a space 40 to the plane of first and third orthogonal axes af 
vehicle comprising said vehicle and operative to produce an electrical 
a first photosensitive device on said vehicle sensitive to signal indicative of the direction of deviation of said 
light from one remote source disposed with respect plane from a reference position parallel to  a line be- 
to the plane of first and third orthogonal axes of said tween said vehicle and said remote light source, 
vehicle and operative to produce a n  electrical signal 45 a second photosensitive device on said vehicle sensitive 
indicative of the direction of deviation of said plane to light from said one remote source disposed with 
from a reference position parallel to a line between respect to the plane of a second and said third orthog- 
said vehicle and said remote light source, onal axes of said vehicle and operative to p rod~~ce  
a second photosensitive device on said vehicle sensitive an electrical signal indicative of the direction of de- 
to  light from said one remote source disposed with re- 50 viation of said plane from a reference position paral- 
spect to the plane of a second and said third orthog- lel to a line betwen said vehicle and said remote light 
onal axes of said vehicle and operative to produce an source, 
electrical signal indicative of the direction of devia- first and second gyroscope devices operative to produce 
tion of said plane from a reference position parallel an electrical signal of a polarity indicative of rota- 
to a line between said vehicle and said remote light 55 tional movement about said first and second olthog- 
source, onal axes respectively, 
first and second gyroscope devices operative to produce a first attitude sensing circuit including said first photo- 
an electrical signal of a polarity indicative of rota- sensitive device and said first gyroscope device, 
tional movement about said first and second ortho- second attitude sensing circuit including said second 
gonal axes respectively, 60 photosensitive device and said second gyroscope de- 
a first attitude sensing circuit including said first photo- vice, 
sensitive device and said first gyroscope device, first and second electrically controlled actuator means 
a second attitude sensing circuit including said second connected in said first and second attitude sensing cir- 
photosensitive device and said second gyroscope de- cuits respectively for delivering a torque about said 
vice, and 65 first and second axes in response to electrical signals, 
first and second electrically controlled actuator means a third photosensitive device on said vehicle sensitive to 
connected in said first and second attitude sensing light from another remote source disposed with re- 
circuits respectively for delivering a torque about spect to a fixed plane of said third axis and operative 
said first and second axes in response to electrical to produce an electrical signal indicative of the direc- 
signals, and lion of deviation of said fixed plane from a reference 
a third photosensitive device on said vehicle sensitive position parallel to  a line between said vehicle and 
to light from another remote source disposed with said another remote light source, and 
respect to a fixed plane of said roll axis and opera- a third electrically controlled actuator means connected 
tive to produce an electrical signal indicative of the 75 to said third photosensitive device and operative to 
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deliver a torque about said roll axis in response to an 
electrical signal. 
8. A svstem for controllina the attitude of a space ve- 
12 
vehicle is disposed about said roll axis so that light 
rays reflected from said celestial body impinge upon 
said third device along lines other than normal there- 
hicle comprising 
- 
to, and 
a first photosensitive device mounted on said vehicle 5 a third electrically controlled actuator means connected 
to rotate therewith about the yaw axis of said ve- to said third photosensitive device for delivering a 
hicle, said first photosensitive device being sensitive torque about said roll axis in response to production 
to varying sunlight and being directed along the roll of an electrical signal. 
axis of said vehicle and operative to produce an elec- 
trical signal when said vehicle is so disposed with 10 References Cited by the Examiner 
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